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" By transforming ourselves through meditation,
we can transform our families, communities,
societies and eventually, the world "
Sant Rajinder Singh Ji Maharaj

STUDENT'S CREATIVE CORNER
Darshan Academy is committed to engage its students in truly dynamic and influential activities
where in the highly energetic tiny tots participated with their earnest devotion showing their
feelings in the form of sketches and posters.
They were keenly involved in the virtual Art & Craft entertaining activities and demonstrated
deeper understanding of basic principles of designs, colors and concepts.
The amusing sessions provided children with critical sensory input expressing their feelings in a
multidimensional way.

In Darshan Academy, Pune we train our students to think in a positive manner as our
thoughts lead to our actions and our actions lead to our destiny. Students are encouraged
to do good, be good, and be one.
Ten minutes of meditation in the morning helps them to concentrate better on their
studies and makes them calm, cool, and balanced.

RANGOLI SAXENA
Principal
Darshan Academy - Pune

In this high tech world we aim to create versatile personalities who can stand upright
amidst anyone in the world and bring peace and solace to humanity.
Teachers and parents have a great responsibility to ingrain in children human qualities
and moral values to equip them to be effective leaders of tomorrow.

Darshan Academy Devlali offers an excellent curriculum to help students flourish and develop
their talents. Each day at Darshan Academy Devlali blooms into a scintillating trail to be
treaded upon both by the educators and the students.
They tap into the peace within during the daily meditation time and attend specially designed
spiritual curriculum classes.
At Darshan Academy Devlali we help students gain knowledge, wisdom, and intellectual,
physical and spiritual growth. We encourage students to be creative problem solvers.

URMILA SHARMA
Principal
Darshan Academy - Devlali

ONLINE CLASSES
"UNLEASHING
THE
TRUE POTENTIAL"

INDEPENDENCE

Due to Pandemic
Covid19, country-wide
lockdown was imposed.
During this phase our
Teachers initiated
Successful Online
Classes and kept the
DAY students engaged in
various fun-filled
creative activities such
as:
Janamashtmi
celebration,
Independence day,
Art & Craft Creative
activities,World
Environment day,
Rakshabandhan,
Rajinder's Week,
International Yoga Day,
Teacher's day many
more activities
at home.

Celebrating special days virtually
EKADASHI

COLOURFUL
CRAFTS ACTIVITIES

CRAFTS & CREATIONS

FANCY DRESS
COMPETITION
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Lot of efforts are being taken by
teachers & school for online classes
so that students do not miss
learning. I feel so happy to see my
child attending online classes. None
other schools are conducting online
sessions like Darshan Academy. I
am so thankful.
Sahskrit
Class IV
DA Pune

I am happy to share that my
ward has improved in all
subjects. the online classes are
very good for students as they
are able to concentrate well. I
congratulate the school for
taking this initiative.
VIKAS KUMAR
father
DA DEVLALI

I must say that in this critical situation,
you have decided to continue the learning
process of our children, which is very
appreciative. Because I know that you all
are also going through an economical
crisis. There are many parents who are not
in the situation to pay the fees. There are
Parents who doesn’t want to continue with
academy. But besides all, you are offering
online study facilities to all of us. We can
see or notice the hard work of teachers
during online classes. As a parent, I am
very happy & satisfied with what you &
your team are doing for our wards.
Kiran bhai Sadhu
(Azad’s Father)
DA Devlali

All the topics are
explained well with the
help of ppts and other
online facilities. Use of
examples help ⁸students
get a better factual
knowledge of all topics.
Soham Dhake
Class VII
DA Devlali

The online classes that the
school has started have a lot of
plus points like students can
study & not miss learning during
this pandemic. We totally
appreciate this initiative by the
school.
AKSHITA PATRA
Class IX - DA Pune

All the topics are explained well with
the help of ppts and other online
facilities. Use of examples help
⁸students get a better factual
knowledge of all topics.
For the lessons related to Chemistry,
use of demonstrations of
experiments available on YouTube
platform is highly appreciated. For
understanding life processes,visual
animations of various organ systems
and related material can be used.
SONALI DHAKE
VII
DA DEVLALI

Online Classes of Darshan
Academy are superb. I didn't
expect that without going to
school ,we can do study in this
way also. And this haven't been
any obstacle. This is all because of
Darshan Academy teachers and
their efforts. This shows that
Darshanites can never give up
even in worst situations. Online
study is going excellent with our
teachers efforts and support.
Riya Nayyar
DA PUNE

DARSHAN ACADEMY
(MAHARASHTRA ZONE)

PUNE

Empire Estate
CHINCHWAD, Pune- 411019
Phone - 020-27445097
Website: www.pune.darshanacademy.org
FACEBOOK: www.facebook.com/darshanacademypune
INSTAGRAM: www.instagram.com/darshanacademypune

DEVLALI
Kirpal Ashram, Anand Road
Devlali Camp, Maharashtra - 422401
Phone - 0253 - 2494500 / 0253 - 2974500
Website: www.devlali.darshanacademy.org
FACEBOOK: www.facebook.com/darshanacademydevlali
INSTAGRAM: www.instagram.com/darshanacademydevlali

